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Summary

A survey has been made of published data on the flow resistance of the
types of porous structure commonly incorporated into flame arresters. These
structures have included gauzes, crimped ribbon matrices, perforated plates;
and packed beds of loose and consolidated granular materials.

No single correlation relating pressure drop and flow rate to the
properties of the porous material and the flowing gas could be applied to
all types of porous material. However, the flow resistance of gauzes and
beds of spheres could be expressed in a single equation over a limited range
of Reynold's numbers. Data for crimped ribbon matrices were similar to
those expected from flow in a uniform tube, with allowance made for entry and
exit pressure losses, and for the undeveloped flow in some of the length.
In the case of perforated plates, the main pressure loss occurred at entry
and exit, with a minor loss due to friction in the passage. Nomograms are
presented for the ready solution of the resulting equations,with some examples
of their use and comparison of predicted values with experimental results.
The ranges of flow rates, pressure drops and aperture sizes covered in the
nomograms are such as would be common in industrial plant working under
normal conditions.

"Full-scale copies of figures 5,6,7,8 may be obtained on application
to the Joint Fire Research Organization".
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INTRODUCTION

Various types of flame arrester are in use to prevent the continued
propagation of gas and vapour explosions in industrial plant. They are
installed in ducts carryin~ solvent vapour, in the delivery pipeline
to appliances using premixed combustible gases, and in many other systems
in which the explosion risk is present. The selection of an efficient
flame arrester from amongst the various types depends both on its operating
pressure drop and on its ability to quench flame. Work (1) which has been
done on the latter property has led to the following generalizations:-

(1) the effectiv.e arrester aperture dimension varies inversely with
the incident flame speed, provided that the dimension is less
than the quenching diameter.

(2) the effective depth varies directly with the incident flame speed.

It follows from Reynolds analogy between heat and momentum, ,transfer .
that a high flow resistance also implies a high heat transfer coefficient.
Therefore J the more effective flame arrester of a given type has the
higher pressure drop, for a given gas velocity. The purpose of the present
note is to bring together pressure loss data on the various types of'flame
arrester and to select for each the most suitable method of correlation.
The correlations apply to flame ar~esters installed in plant operating under
ordinary conditions, in the absence of any explosion or fire, and calculations
based on the correlations are for air at atmospheric temperature and
pressure.

Flame arresters were found to fall into'four classes for the purpose
of correlation of their flow resistance:

,(1- ).

(2)

(3)

loose or consolidated granular beds,

single or packed gauzes,

flame arresters with uniform apertures and high depth/diameter "
ratios, and

(4) flame arresters with uniform apertures and low dept~diameter
ratios.

Class 3 includes crimped ribbon matrices, flat plates stacked parallel to
the direction of flow J and perforated blocks; whilst class 4 consists of
perforated plates. Only a few (2,3,4,5) researches on flame arresters have
included data on flow resistance o However, there has been considerable study
of the flow resistance of porous materials in general, with particular
emphasis on granular beds and gauzes.
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SURVEY OF MErHODS OF CORRELATION

Two dimensionless groups, a resistance coefficient and a Reynolds number,
are needed for the correlation of data on flow through porous materials.
The general resistance coefficient, N ,may be defined as:-or ... - ~~.

N
cr

where R = fluid shear stress at a solid boundary

e= fluid density

U = velocity of fluid approaching arrester

and the Reynolds number, NRe, as:-

where d =
=

characteristic

plJd
CT'"":".-

P
aperture dimension

p=fluid viscosity

Several expressions have been proposed for Ncr and NRe depending upon the type
of material under consideration, upon the definition chosen for d, and upon
the porosity of the material. It was found necessary to divide porous materials
into two broad classes for the purpose of correlating resistance coefficient
with Reynolds number. On the one hand were those with irregular pa~sages such
as gauzes and granular beds, and on the other hand those with uniform passages,
for example, crimped ribbon ffi&trices and perforated plates. The behaviour
of the two groups of porous materials will now be considered in turn. The
equations used in the different treatments of flow through porous materials
are given in Table 1.

Non - uniform apertures

The Kozeny - Carman model

The model was that of a bundle of capillaries with their axes parallel
to the direction of flow, and was originally applied to granular beds. An
account of the model may be found in Ref (6). The hydraulic diameter, d',
was defined as the volume of channels per unit surface area of solid. If S
is the specific surface of the solid, i.e. surface per unit volume of the
particle, then d' =~ = ~ for spheres

(1-ejS 6\.1··e)

where e = volumetric porosity

d = diameter of particle, or equivalent spherical diameter.

The velocity used was the mean channel velocity, V.

v

The expression for R

R

U
e

results from a force balance over the bed:

he
::: L(1-e)S
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Thus, the two groups de~ined in equations 1 and 2 become

numbers

:::

Ncr
LS(1-e}f u2

..e U

S ~ (i-e)

found experimentally that at low ReynoldsIt was

= Kif

where K" is the Kozeny - Carman constant. The constant has a value of
about 5 at ~~ volumetric porosit¥~ and varies with the porosity, shape,
and orientation of the particles \r).

At higher Reynolds numbers equation 3 requires modification. An
expression given by Carman (8) for values" of Reynolds numbers up to
1000 was

5
Ncr ::: NRe

+ 0·4
N O•1
Re

Equation ~ has been used to correlate
in Table 1 and in Fig 1 (Curve A).

Ncr and is shown

The expressions for N and N
R

in"Table 1 m~ be used for both
beds of spheres and packs gf gauzes,ei f, in the latter case, the bed
depth is defined as the product of twice the wire diameter and the number
of gauzes in the pack.

The Rose Correlation

The method of correlation used by Rose (9) differed from the Kozeny 
Carman treatment in the definitions of characteristic aperture dimension
and of the ffunctions of porosity used in defining the dimensionless
groups. An empirical porosity function was found which would make the
correct allowance for the effect of porosity on resistance coefficient.
The characteristic aperture dimension which he selected (d) was the
diameter o~ the sphere with the same specific surface as the partioles
oonstituting the bed. The resistance coe~ficient was defined as

hd
Nor

:::

"fU~L F(e)

where F(e) is an empirical porosity ~otion,

and the Reynolds number was de~ined as

N
Re

= U@d

At low Reynolds numbers (leSr'"t~1in 1.0). the relation between
groups was

these two

N ~ NR .. = 1000or e " (5)
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At higher values of Reynolds number (up to 1000) the relation for smooth
spheres was

N :::
or

1000
NRe

+
125

N O•5
Re

+ 14. (6)

This correlation is given in Table 1.

The Rose porosity function was empirical, and was approximately equal to

2.4. (1_e)3.5 whereas that derived from the Kozeny - Car~an equation

(eq~ation 3) was equal to 0.18(1~3)2 • The relationship between the two

porosity functiQns is shown in Fig.2, and over the porosity range 0.33 to 0.8
the functions do not differ from each other by more than 20 per cent. Fig.2
is only valid in the range of Reynolds numbers for which eqllations 3 and 5 ap~ly.

The Groote~uis Correlation

Much of the publ~shed data on the flow resistance of gauzes has been
correlated ~y Grootenhuis (10). The definition of Reynolds number was based on
the a9tual velocity in the passages, and a hydraulic diameter was defined as the
volume of channels per- unit surface area. The expression for hydraulic diameter
differed from that used by Kozeny or Carman in that the volume of channels was
based on the throat, or minimum area, of an aperture. Grootenhuis' expressions
for the resistance coefficient and for the Reynolds number were .

Ncr
:::

:::

hde2

4.t(1-e)~U2

f Ud f1-Md)2
4 Pe 1-e) ,

where d::: wire diameter
t = thickness of gauze or pack of gauzes
M ::: meshes/unit width

The correlation between Ncr and NRe ' given by Grootenhuis, was

log 15 N = 1 75 N -0.203cr • Re

and this equation is listed in Table 1.

It may readily be shown that the resistance coefficients and Reynolds
numbers defined by Grootenhuis and by Kozeny are related as follows:

N (Kozeny)cr ::: e
Ncr (Grootenhuis)

NRe (Kozeny)

~ (Grootenhuis)-"He

Mean values of e and e/(1-Md)2 for the gauzes studied by Grootenhuis were
0.699 and 1.52 respectively. Using these values, equation 7 can be adjusted so
that the resistance coefficient and the Reynolds number are identical to those
of Kozeny. The equation then becomes

-0.203
log 21.4. Ncr::: 1.90 NRe

where N and N are as defined by Kozeny.cr Re

- 4 -
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Equation 8 is plotted in Fig 1 (Curve B) alongside the corresponding
curve for smooth spheres based on the Kozeny - Carman correlation
(Curve A). The values of the resistance coefficient agree to within about
25 per cent, over the range of Reynolds numbers 1 to 1000.

Other methods of correlation

Some workers (11) have related the flow resistance of a porous
material to the friction chart for a smooth pipe by means of factors
dependent on the porosity of the material and the shape of the particles,
The method has been extended to consolidated porous media by the use of an
effective porosity. This effective porosity was lower than the total
porosity.

Another approach was used by Green and Duwez (12) in their work on
sintered metals. They showed that the pressure drop through a bed could
be equated to the sum of viscous and inertial losses by an equation of the
form:

h
L =

where A and B depended on particle geometry and bed porosity. In general,
the relationship between A or B and porosity would need to be determined
experimentally.

Uniform apertures

The flow through a flame arrester consisting of a number of similar
uniform passa~es has been treated in, the sqme way as the case of flow in a
uniform pipe ~2) (3). The resulting expressions depended on the depth!
diameter ratio of the arrester channel, and published work on flow
resistance of crimped ribbon flame arresters has dealt only with the case
of high depth/diameter, or aspect, ratio. .

Class I - Large aspect ratio

The pressure loss resulting from passage of fluid through such an
element m~ be divided into two parts;

(1) that resulting from acceleration of fluid at entry to the
apertures, and retardation at exit, with consequent turbulence, and

(2) the normal pipe friction losses.

Lindley (3) showed that an expression for the sum of entrance and
exit losses (z) may be calculated from the porosity of the arrester element.
The value of z was subtracted from the overall resistance coefficient and
the difference plotted against the Reynolds number in the aperture. With
streamline flow, the channels with the lower aspect ratios had relatively
higher frictional resistance coefficients for a given Reynolds number.

Lindley concluded that with streamline flow in the aperture but
turbulent flow in the duct:-

(10)

An examination of his results showed that over a range of aspect ratios 30
to 120 the aspect ratio appeared to be significant. It was therefore
postulated that

Ncr
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A multiple regression analysis was made of Lindley's results up to
aspect ratios of 120 and Reynolds numbers of 2000 to find the best values
of K, n and w. The resulting equation, with a correlation coefficient of
90% is given below.

Ncr - 5.15 N (-0.918:!:).f) (_L_) (-0.335:!:Y) (12)
Re ( 60d )

The values of x and y in the above equation define the 95% confidence
limits (')( = 0.030 and)1 = 0.070). This equation has been plotted in Fig.4.
and incl~des some of the points obtained by Lindley. The results of
Cubbage \2) working with crimped ribbon matrices, Kreith and Eisenstadt (13)
working with single short tubes, and Loisin, Chainaux and Delclaux \5) who
investigated parallel stacked plates agreed fairly closely with equation 12.

Cubbages results were close to the Poiseuille equation, viz,

Ncr 8
NRe

but with resistance coefficients 13% lower than would be expected from this
equation. A possible explanation for this depends on the state of flow
upstream of the arrester. In Cubbage's e,xperiments, unlike Lindley's, the
flow in the duct leading to the arrester was not always fully turbulent and
thus there would be less energy lost in the transition to streamline flow in
the apertures. In practice the flow in industrial ducting would be turbulent
and equation 12 more likely to apply than the Poiseuille equation.

inches water
gauge

h=1.14x

For practical purposes, equation 12 can be rearranged:

-4 U 1 :082 L 0.665
10 (;) d 1 .583

when the fluid is air at N.T.P., and the aspect ratio i~, ..'15 to 150 and Re<2000
(V in fop.s)

For aspect ratios above 150, and Re less than 2000 there is evidence that
aspect ratio is no longer significant, and it is suggested that Lindley's
equation provides a better correlation than equation 12, viz:

Nor - 4.0
;0.9

Re

Above a value of NR = 2000 in the apertures the flow is turbulent and the
flow is best repres~nted by an equation due to Lindley in which the aspect
ratio does not influence the resistance coefficient for a given Reynolds
number. The equation appears in Table '1.

Glass II -, Small aspeot ratio

The pressure loss resulting from flow through a relatively short aperture,
of aspect ratio'less tha.n 5, may be regarded as being mainly due to inlet and
exit losses, ann therefore should not be so dependent on the depth and
diameter of the apertures.

from

With aspect ratios below about 5 it is necessary to calculate the
pressure drop from charts relating orifice coefficient to Reynolds number,
aspect ratio and porosity. An arrester with an aspect ratio of 5 usually
takes the practical form of a perforated plate or block. The following
equation for the pressure drop across a perforated Elate has been derived
the results of Kolodzie (14) et a.l.and Smith et al.\15).

-4 2
h = 2.2 x 10 V (0.905) 0.10 (

e
(16 )
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where V in f.p.s. is the aperture velocity, and K = 1/C~

SUITABLE EXPRESSIONS FOR FLOW THROUGH FLAME ARRESTER ELEMENTS

Elements with non-uniform apertures

The results for sintered metals, beds of spheres, and wire gauzes
were expressed in terms of the Kozeny - Carman model and are shown in
Fig.1. The uppermost line (CuF,e A) was based on equation 4, suggested
by Carman (8) for flow through granular beds. Curve B was based on
Grootenhuis' r-e sul.ns for wi.re gauzes (10), as expressed by equation 8.
Curve C is the gest line through some values for sintered metals, given
by Grootenhuis (16). ~,er a range of Reynolds numbers from 3 to 100
the agreement between the results for gauzes and granular beds was
satisfactory, but the divergence outside this range makes it necessary
to consider the two types separately.

Sintered metals and beds of spheres

In the light of work by Coulson (7) on the effect of porosity on flow
resistance, the Rose equation was selected for correlating the flow
resistance of beds cf spheres i.h preference to the Carman equat~on In
addition the results on the flow resistance of sintered metals ~16j were
round to correlate better by use of the Rose equation than the others
(8,10 which have been discussed. A nomogram (Fig.6) for solving the
Rose equation has been given in the appendix.

Gauzes

l?ome data (1 7,18,19), w.;;lic::O have been published since' Gro6tenb,-!,ic I

work (10), have been compared in Fig.3 with the original Grod>tenJ,uis curve
expressing the flow r~sistance of gauzes. The,agreement appears
satisfactory. As a resc.U of the observation (20) that mesh size and
wire diameter of commercial wire gauzes were related, the Grootenhuis
equation could be reduce1 to three variables for a given gas mixture.
These variables are gas velocity, pressure drop per gauze and mesh size.
An alignment chart for the pressure drop across gauzes has been given in
the appendix (Fig.5).

Elements with uniform apertures

Arresters with a high aspect ratio

In the case of f'Lame arrester elem~nts of high aspect ratio the
method of correlation gi,en by Lindley ~3) was closely followed. The
algebraic expressions employed have been given in Table 1. A nomogram,
based on equation 11;., is given in Fig.7 and it should be applica.ble over
the range of aspect r~tios 15 to 150. From the nomogram the pressure
drop across crimped ribbon arresters may be read off.

Arresters with a low aspec'~ ratio

The pressure drop across thin arresters of low aspect ratio, is
mainly due to inlet and exit losses. A nomogram, based on equation 16,
is shown in Fig.8 ~~d from it may be determined the pressure drop across
perforated plate arresters.

- 7 -



CONCLUSIONS

It has been f'ound that porous materials used in f'lame arrester elements
may be divided inte two main olasseE when considering their f'low resistance.
First, there are beds of' spher8s and wire gauzes which can be approximately
related to the common property of' specif'ic surf'ace. The other class
consisted of' elements having straight, unif'orm, f'low passages.

Materials having straight ~~if'orm passages were f'urther subdivided on
the basis of' the aspect ratio. When the latter is large the f'low is similar
to that expected in e number of' unif'orm pipes in parallel with allowance
made f'or entry length. Below a~ aspect ratio of' 5, the f'low resistance is
def'ined in terms of' an orif'ice coeff'icient, which shows a complex variation
with the passage Reynolds number and aspect ratio.

Nomograms f'or calculating the resistance of arresters of' various types,
and appropriate instructions f'or their use are given.

SYMBOLS

A, B
Cd
0.
~ 'de
e

F(e)
h
He
K

K"
L
L
0.

m
M

r
n
N
Ncr

r~e
R
S
t
U
V
w
x
y
z

constants
a discharge coef'ficient (Table 1)

characteristic linear dimension
~~~au1ic diameter of' aperture
volumetric porosity ~ volume of' f'ree space

total volume
the Rose fUnction of' porosity
pressure drop across porous material
crimn height including metal thickness
1 '
lca

. Kozeny - Carman const.arrt ,
depth of' an arrester element

depth or aspect ratio
diameter
shortest distance between adjacent wires in a wire gauze
number of' meshes/ unit width
vds oosd, ty of fluid
8- const.ant
number of' gauzes in an arrester element
resistance coef'f'icient

Reynolds number
density of' f'luid
shear stresE at solid boundary
specif'ic surface of' a material
thickness of' a pack ef' gauzes, or of' metal in a crimped ribbon
the approach velu"ity t o an arrester
the aperture velocity in an arrester element
a constant
standard deviation of' n
standard deviation of' w
the sum ef entr'J and exit pressure losses.

= 0. (1.5 - e)2 + (1 - e)2
8L

crimp angle
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TABLE .1

Equations ~or the Flow Resistance o~ Porous Materials

Investigator Application
Range o~

N N
Re

Correlation
variables. cr

- .-:-

Carman Packed beds:
/

'"
he3

., ,

may be NRe c 1000 U Ncr=....'L. + 0.4
extended to

LSt' tf'(1-e) Sf ~-e) N O•1
single and N

Re Re
packed gauzes

I
Rose

Packed beds:
3(NRe<1000 hd 1 .u d N = 1000 112~ +14applies to 2 ,"er cr N

Renearly LrU F(e) I
N O.5 .

Re
apher-Lca'L Iparticles I I, I

I i

IGrootenhuis Single and ,.,
~ Ud(1-Md)2 15N =1, 75 N -0. 20~

packed NRe<-5000

I
hde" Log

2 I cr Re
gauzes 4t(1-e)f u 4f e(1-e)

I.- I- i 1

ILindley Crimped i I
4.0

NRe " 2000 1 I
N =ribbon hde

2 ,
"1' N O•9Ur d i

materials , -z I Re
NRe '> 2000 i 4f ifL I P e I 0.353I I N =! I cr N 0.58

I I I
I I

I Re
I I

I I
I-- ---~ I ---r

This note Modified L 1

I15 - 150
,

ILindley dO
- : I

equation I
hde 2 i 5.15 (60d)0.335

~e< 2000
,

NI

ur d I =f'or- high , _z i N 0.918 (1)
I 4fu

2L
er

aspect ratio I

NRe > 2000 ~e I Re
I 0.353I I N =, cr N 0.58
I

II Re

10000 ~d= !! f1-e2t5

-
Kolodzie Perlorated NRe < l ~ S~e Fig. 8, ,

e t s a L, Plates _ . . ,e \2gh ..J!. e •. . . ,



APPENDIX"
, '.' i,.

Desc~iption :of 'alignment charts fer,the solution of'press~re .ip~s 'equ~tions'
Wire Gauzes

Fig.S for wire gauzes contains only three variables, the approach
velocity in feet per second, the mesh width, or distance between wires in
inches, and the pressure loss per gauze (inches water gauge).

Example:

.The pressure drop/gauze for an aperture of 0.02 inch and an approach
velocity of 10 f.~.s. is found from fig.S as 0.086 inch w.g. An equation
given by Cubbage ,2), p.27, gives a value of 0.13 inch w.g./gauze, allowing
each of the two perforated plates which supported the ten gauzes a pressure
loss equal to that of one gauze.

Sintered metals and granular beds.

Fig.6 is used as follows. A vertical is taken through the point
representing particle diameter, and the join with the appropriate sloping
velocity line (U) is projected horizontally on to the axis marked A.
From this point on A, a line is dr-awn to cut the e, or porosity, scale at
the desired value. The point at which this line cuts the axis B is joined
through the value of ~ to the C axis. The corresponding point on the C axis

d
is joined by a straight line connecting the a~proach velocity (axis marked U)
to. the required pressure loss (in.water gauge) on the 'h' scale. .'

The example, shown as a dotted line, is for a bed of 0.1 inch diameter
particles with an approach velocity of 1.f.p.s. The bed porosity is 40
per cent and it is 10 inch or 100 particle diameters in depth. A pressure
drop of 2.6 inch w.g. from the chart compares with 2.3 inch w.g. by
calculation from the Rose equation (Table 1).

Arresters of large aspect ratio

The solution of equation (14) for crimped ribbon type flame arresters
is given graphically in Fig.? Entrance and exit losses have been neglected,
since it was calculated that they represented a negligible proportion of the
resistance to flow for normal operating conditions.

The use of the chart is illustrated in the following example on an
arrester specified in Ref.3. This arrester, described as No.6 in the above
paper, had an aperture hydraulic diameter, de' of 0.024 inch a depth of
1.0 inch and a porosity of 82.7 per cent. (Its pressure loss at 20 f.p.s.
was given in Fig.2 of Ref.3 as 1.7 inch w.g.). The pressure loss from the
chart, Fig.7, is found by drawing a line from a porosity of 82.7 per cent
on the 'e' scale through reference line R1 to the arrester depth, 1.0 inch
on the L scale. The join with R1 is connected by a straight line through
the value of 0.024 inch on the hydraulic diameter or 'de' scale to cut the
R2 scale. The line joining the velocity of 20 f.p.s. on the U scale to
this point on the R2 scale cuts the h, or pressure loss scale, at 1.3 inch
w.g.

When allowance is made for the considerable scatter in the data on which
the nomogram is based, and errors in its construction and use, the agreement
between experimental and est~m~ted pressure drop appears reasonable. The
agreement between CUbbage's ,2) results and the estimate from Fig.7 was
generally closer, e.g. (p.29 of the above paper), flame arrester type G has
a loss of 1.1 inch w.g. at 10 f.p.s., whereas the chart, Fig.7, leads to a
figure of 1.0 inch w.g. at 10 f.p.s.
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In practice, there is some difficulty in selecting the hydraulic diameter
to be used in the nomogram. If it is assumed that blockage due to material
other than the crimp metal is negligible, then the following equations may be
used to estimate 'de'. The first, Eq.17 is valid for any aperture shape,
provided blockage and metal thickness are known.

the hydrauli,c,
diameter

= 2et
1-e (17)

where e = porosity or fractional free area
t = metal thickness (in.)

The second, (Eq.18), applies to the arrester for which crimp height and
blockage are known and for which the apertures may be treated as isosceles
triangles. 'In this case:-

where H
e =

=

=

crimp height (in)

triangle base angle (usually 450
)

(18)

Elements of small aspect ratio

-
A graphical solution to the flow resistance equation for perforated plates

is given in Fig.B. Its use is illustrated by the followi~g example for a
perforated plate with a hole diameter, d, of 0.01 inc~ a depth/diameter ratio,
~\ ,Of 4, a holevelo~~ty (y) of 50 f:p.s. ~~ a ~oro~i:y,~i' 30 per cen:. First
a line is drawn from the velocity scale marked V through the hole diameter; d;
to cut the reference line R1• Thi~ point on R1 is projected horizontally to cut
.a vertical projection through the L value of 4 to give the appropriate 'K' value

'~1 :85;: A {in~ ~s a~s~ ~awn link~ng the velocity on the V axis to the value of
porosity and the point at which this line cuts the R2 axis is joined through
K =1.85 to give the required pressure drop of 1.1 irich.w.g. This compares with a
value of 1,0 by calculation from equation 16.

Accuracy of the predicted value

It has been estimated that the maximum error likely to result from a
systematic alignment error of 0.05 inch-',' ,would be of the-order, of 10"peI' cent
for the nomograms discussed, without allowing for errors in construction.
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